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Guest Lecture Hall 

11th April 2021 

Venue/Platform 
Date 

Duration :40 minutes 

Ms Anjali Kotnala and Ms. Surbhi Khera 

Principal and Academic Coordinator 

Resource Person 

Profile of Resource Person 

Students of Class VII 

:Student's Workshop 
:Cognitive, Moral and Social 

Participants/ Attended by
File Accession Dossier 

Domain 

Objectives: 
To create student's familiarity with the school's regulations and academic standards. To acclimating students to their new surroundings. To create a welcoming environment that builds a sense of community among the incoming class and connects them to faculty, staff and other students. Description: 

"All children start their school careers with sparkling imaginations, fertile minds, and a willingness to take risks with what they think." 
- Ken Robinson 

Student orientation (Welcome week) is a period before the start of an academic year at any educational institution. Orientation is also a time when teachers and principals communicate expectations for the year or explain how the school has performed over the past year or so. The children may learn essential rules and regulations at orientation. It also tells about how discipline is handled and how teachers foster students' classroom success. Keeping the same perspective in mind, Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura organized a Principal's Orientation Session for class VII on 11th April 2022 in order to give students the opportunity to familiarize themselves with their institution's rules and regulations and get the necessary support. 
The session was conducted by the Principal Madam, Ms. Anjali Kotnala. The students were addressed by showing a comprehensive PowerPoint Presentation. It laid emphasis on the active involvement of students in the school especially towards regularity and punctuality and importance of good manners for the holistic development of the child. The students were briefed about the rules and regulations of the school. Later, respective teachers gave an overview of the various subjects and the activities which would be undertaken in the year ahead. The co-scholastic activities were also discussed that gave the students an idea of the Curriculum which is self- directed with hands-on learning activities that not only give our students a medium to fully utilize their creative talents and energies, but also help them in their all-round development. 
Students were made aware about the special efforts made by the school to enhance learning and shared subject specific strategies with parents which consisted of all the important elements like marks distribution, timely submission of assignments, goal setting and effective study schedule. Students were informed about various techniques that can help them prepare well and retain concepts for a longer time. She also advised students to eliminate distractions from their life and concentrate on effective studies. Students were also made aware of the strategies to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and maintain safe operations in schools and about fast escalating cyber threats and apprised them about the preventive measures necessary to prevent such threats. The programme came to a close with a positive note, focusing on becoming a responsible citizen in order to build a sustainable future. 

Submitted by: Ms. Akshita Ajmani. Forwarded by: Ms. Surbhi Khera.. 
Submitted to: Principal... 
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Snapshots of the Session 
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Welcoming the students of class VII(A-E) 

Discussion with the students on the school guidelines 


